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THE D'VOR VESSEL IS CLOSING ON THE USS SELEYA

Rich
THE USS SELEYA’S SHIELDS HAVE BEEN DISABLED BY THE D'VOR VESSELS FIRE

Rich
<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>

LtJG. Quchant
::running evasive manevuers, frantically::

LtJG. Pang
::making her way, with some difficulty, towards the bridge::

VillainaTrump
:::Climbing quickly cat-like up the TL shaft :::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::thinking::

Lt. Varek
::monitoring tactical sensors and trying to calculate a weakness in their defenses::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::continues to handle casulities in Sickbay::

Capt. Brinn
::on bridge, studying the situation::

Lt. Peters
::On bridge by science one::

Lt. Lenor
::on bridge still looking through info::

Lt. Peters
CO:  They are using our power against us

VillainaTrump
:::Finds a access hatch in side of shaft and looks in....then enters :::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::turns in seat::
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THE D'VOR VESSEL LOOMS LARGE ON THE VIEW SCREEN IN EERY SILENCE

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir, if we can get some sort of shields up for a few seconds..I have an idea

LtJG. Tharrn
::on the bridge::

Capt. Brinn
Peters:  Power down nonessential sections.

LtJG. Pang
::staggers against the wall as the ship takes evasive action::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Peters: if we shut down power, will that reduce the DVors power to the weapon

Lt. Peters
CO: Aye sir.

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  Divert whatever power you need.

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: ?

Lt. Varek
CO: We need to be concerned with any transporter activity from the D'Vor vessel.

Capt. Brinn
XO:?

Lt. Peters
Gug:  I beleive so.

VillainaTrump
:::in computer /engineering space below the bridge ::

Lt. Varek
We cannot afford to be boarded with our shields down. 

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Yes Sir...::diverts power to impulse and thrusters::

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  Monitor the activity, and keep me informed.  I also want that intruder captured again.

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: The other vessels shut their power down and looked how they suffered, perhaps we should not do the same

Lt. Peters
::Starts to power down all non-essential systems and ship sections::
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THE COLOUR OF THE D'VOR VESSEL FLUCTUATES WILDLY AS IT CLOSES ON THE USS SELEYA

LtJG. Pang
::finds TL not working .... takes to Jefferies tubes::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir, I have an idea to destroy the D'Vor

VillainaTrump
:::looking for means of escape again ::::

Lt. Varek
Computer: Locate intruder

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  We need to move personnel together to reduce the amount of power we need to generate

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  Right now, getting safe distance is critical, top priority.  Please investigate means of doing so.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::healing Ensign Martines broken leg::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  I'm listening.

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: aye sir

LtJG. Pang
::bangs side against protruding stanchion:: Ouch

VillainaTrump
::::Finds Gel Packs ...hides among them :::
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<D'Vor> #USS Seleya: Prepare.......

Cmdr. Guglaron
::gets up and moves to Varek::

LtJG. Quchant
CO: If we can get some shields up, and put the metaphasic program online then we can use the nearby star's corona to destroy them

Cmdr. Guglaron
Varek: Can I leave you to trace the intruder and....

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:  The key is getting shields up.

Lt. Varek
XO: Why is it they never finish that statement. Prepare for what?
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SUDDENLY CREW MEMBERS START DISAPPEARING......CAPTAIN BRINN DISAPPEARS FROM THE BRIDGE

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Acknowledged, I am a little busy right now, steering...

Lt. Peters
CO:  The shield generators are burnt out.  It will take hours to repair them.

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Readings from the alien ship?

Lt. Varek
XO: Sir, I do not believe the intruder poses the real threat at this point

LtJG. Quchant
XO: What the

Cmdr. Guglaron
Varek: try and find out from the records of the other Station we boarded, if the D'Vor used the energy from the Station to assist themselves

LtJG. Tharrn
::looks shocked at Brinn's empty chair::

VillainaTrump
:::not satisfied that their energy is enough to sheild her  looks for an escape pod :::
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COMMANDER GUGLARON DISAPPEARS FROM THE BRIDGE

Lt. Lenor
::notices captain disappear::

Lt. Varek
XO: They have begun taking prisoners. 

Lt. Peters
::Looks and does not see the CO or XO::

LtJG. Quchant
::holds onto console::

Capt. Brinn
@::appears in a blank metal room, on alert::

Lt. Varek
Peters: I need some sort of interference field to prevent further transports

LtJG. Pang
::eventually arrives at bridge - surprised to see CO and XO not present::

Lt. Peters
All:  We need to disable their beam.

Lt. Lenor
::waits for worst::

Capt. Brinn
@::nothing to see, empty room, but for herself::

Lt. Peters
Varek:  At static warp shell should do the trick.

Capt. Brinn
@::taps comm badge, no response::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::appears in metallic cylinder on alien ship::

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Nice idea.

Lt. Varek
Peters: can we launch a shuttle remotely and fly it into the beam?
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ALL CREW DISAPPEAR FROM THE USS SELEYA AND APPEAR IN METALLIC ROOMS IN AN UNKNOWN LOCATION

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::looks around::

LtJG. Pang
Varek:: can I assist :: moves to TAC station, stepping over a body::

Lt. Peters
Varek:  It would set up massive sub-space distort......

VillainaTrump
:::Moves down Jefferies tube searching for escape pods ::::

LtJG. Quchant
::disappears::

Lt. Peters
::Dark::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::tyries Comm Badge, no response::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::disappears::

LtJG. Pang
::disappears .....::

Capt. Brinn
@::makes a survey of the room, looking for away out::

LtJG. Tharrn
::looks around startled::

Lt. Varek
::appears in a metallic cylinder, slightly disoriented::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::wonders what happened to her patients::

Lt. Peters
::Eyes start to adjust to low light::

Lt. Lenor
@::realizes what has happened...::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks around, can't see anything::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@:walks to walls of metallic room::

VillainaTrump
:::finds weapons storage room hides under a Neuclear device :::

LtJG. Pang
::tries not to panic ... claustrophia setting in::

Lt. Lenor
@::sighs::

Capt. Brinn
::searches for a way out::

LtJG. Quchant
::knocks on side of wall::

Lt. Lenor
@::sits down::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::listens, hears throbbing engine and a humming sound in distance::

Lt. Peters
::Starts to feel sides::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::screams:: Can anyone hear me????

LtJG. Pang
::checks phaser ... seems to work::

Lt. Varek
::briefly looks around the inside of his cylinder and then simply waits patiently meditating::

LtJG. Quchant
::starts knocking out morse code::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::thinks, Klingons do not like being trapped::

LtJG. Tharrn
::examines the walls of the cylinder::

Lt. Peters
::Shouting::Is there anybody there?

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::sees a closed door::

Lt. Varek
::taps communicator to see if it works::
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EACH CREW MEMBER IS ALONE IN A METALLIC ROOM WITH ENTRANCES LEADING OFF TO OTHER ROOMS

LtJG. Pang
::hears a tapping from next door it seems -- bangs back SOS in morse::

Capt. Brinn
:: spots a sliver of light from a door crack::

Lt. Peters
::Finds an exit::

VillainaTrump
:::holds on the Multi-Megaton Warhead ::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::stnds beside door, patiently waiting for it to open, then I will pounce::

LtJG. Quchant
::hears SOS...knocks out quchant in morse::

Lt. Peters
::Walks down the only exit from box::

Capt. Brinn
::moves there, and explores::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::feels along the walls for an exit::

Lt. Varek
::checks to see if the doors function as he approaches::

LtJG. Pang
::replies Pang here Lt .... where are we?::

Capt. Brinn
::checks for phaser, and find she still carries it::

Lt. Peters
::Reaches for tricorder he was holding before being transported::

LtJG. Quchant
::knocks...find door should be way out...logical::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::feels seam of a door, waits for it to open::

Capt. Brinn
::thinks that the aliens didn't think of everything::

Lt. Peters
::A map starts to appear on tricorder as he explores::

LtJG. Tharrn
::taps his communicator:: Does anyone read me?

Capt. Brinn
::pulls phaser, set to heavy stun::
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A BOOMING VOICE ECHOES THROUGH THE ROOMS...."You will be "sorted" soon.......please remain in your pens"

LtJG. Pang
::feels around the walls .... discovers a sort of crack like a door::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::holds hands to ears::

Capt. Brinn
::taps comm badge:  #Seleya crew: Can you hear me?

LtJG. Pang
::does not like the sound of pens!::

LtJG. Quchant
::feels for door::

Lt. Lenor
::doesn't move... just sits there with chin on knees::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::looks up, 'sorted soon', what does that mean::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::thinks, I like my species the way it is::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::wishes she had her medical tricorder or a phaser::

LtJG. Pang
::uses swiss army knife to enlarge the crack ...::

Capt. Brinn
::finds a key switch on the door, a series of buttons::

Capt. Brinn
::tries various combinations, and stumbles upon the right one.

LtJG. Pang
::the door gives a little, letting in some light::

Lt. Peters
::wandering aimlessly through the maze::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::thinking, there is no way out, no means to communicate...options.. only one, attack when door is opened::

Capt. Brinn
::watches as the door opens, and she exits her cell::

LtJG. Quchant
::takes time to open door::

VillainaTrump
:::listens for sounds of pursuit:::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::can not open door::

LtJG. Pang
::manages to prise a large enough hole in the door to step out::

Lt. Peters
::Approaches another intersection::

LtJG. Pang
::signals Quchant in Morse to keep banging::

Lt. Varek
::removing communicator and starting to fidget with its internal circuitry::

VillainaTrump
:::hope this will sheid her as she was sheilded last time :::

Capt. Brinn
:;tries communicator again::  #Seleya: Can you hear me?  

Cmdr. Guglaron
::notices the dor has no lock, no key, no PADD, nothing but metal and rivetts::

LtJG. Quchant
::bangs on door....this way::

LtJG. Pang
::listens for shouts, morse code, anything ::

Lt. Peters
::Hears beeping noise::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
:: A short and very small humanoid with a dark cape comes in and beckons for me to follow.....::

Lt. Lenor
::a short humaniod comes to the door, opens it, and motions for her to follow::

Lt. Peters
::Peeks around corner and sees an open door::

LtJG. Quchant
::starts kicking door, banging fists on wall...making as much noise as possible::

LtJG. Pang
::sees a short humanoid coming towards her beckoning - thinks - NO WAY!!::

LtJG. Tharrn
::sits down and waits::

Lt. Lenor
::thinks:: Oh what the heck :: follows::

Lt. Peters
::sees movements in the shadows::

Capt. Brinn
::moves down passageway, tapping on the wall, 

LtJG. Pang
::phaser on stun .... aims at the humanoid::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks at small huminoid and shakes head in the negative::

Lt. Peters
::Heres a tapping in the distance::

Capt. Brinn
::sees short humanoind coming toward her beckoning:: ::grins:: Yeah, right.

Lt. Peters
::Walks through open door, noticing keypad near the door::

LtJG. Pang
::hears Quchant banging ....dodges past the humanoid .. and speeds down to his container::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::shouts at humanoid:: No, I will not go with you.

Capt. Brinn
::backs off, holding phaser::

Lt. Varek
::modifies his communicator to try and detect other signals that might be present aboard this vessel::

Lt. Peters
::Check side for phaser.  Good it's there::
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A FLASH OF LIGHT AND ALL THE MALE MEMBERS OF CREW APPEAR IN ONE LARGE ROOM.....EMPTY METALLIC ROOM

LtJG. Pang
Quchant:: I AM OUT ..... WHERE ARE YOU?

Lt. Peters
::Bright light::All:  Now what?

LtJG. Pang
::realises that Quchant has stopped banging::

Lt. Varek
::looks around at other males:: ALL: Interesting

Capt. Brinn
::taps communicator, warily watching the humanoid:: Staff:  Report, if you can hear me.

LtJG. Quchant
::disappears and reappears...looks round and sees a klingon face right up close::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks around, dazed, sees Peters, Varek, Qucghant etc::

Lt. Varek
::one eyebrow raises as he looks for the XO::

Lt. Peters
All:  Fasinating.

LtJG. Tharrn
::looks startled at the others:: All: Well, here we are...

LtJG. Quchant
@::jumps::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::Walks to other males::

Lt. Peters
@All:  My tricorder has been mapping the maze as I wondered.

LtJG. Tharrn
@But where are we?

Capt. Brinn
::figures what the heck, tackles the humanoid, and fights her way past....

LtJG. Pang
::evades the small humanoid with some ease and decides to bang on every container she comes to::

VillainaTrump
:::hopes radiation wont affect her as badly as last time :::

LtJG. Quchant
@XO: Start banging on the wall in morse...I almost made contact with Pang

Cmdr. Guglaron
@:: Has anyone got a tricorder or a phaser::

Lt. Varek
@Tharrn: Can you offer any suggestions as to the possible motivation for this abduction, counselor?
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THE SMALL HUMANOID FIRES SOMETHING AT CAPTAIN BRINN IMOBILIZING HER

Lt. Peters
@Gug:  I have both

Lt. Lenor
::still following::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Peters:: can you get any readings on the Tricorder::

Capt. Brinn
::falls to the floor, swearing under her breath::

Lt. Varek
@XO: I have a phaser, sir

Lt. Peters
@Gug:  I never returned them after the first AT.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::still refuse to leave her cell, will not go with the small humanoid::

LtJG. Pang
::comes around a corner and sees Brinn with another humanoid ... fires phaser at humanoid::

Capt. Brinn
::not unconscious::

LtJG. Tharrn
@Varek: I have no clue. They could have destroyed the seleya. Looks like they want something from us.

Lt. Peters
@Gug:  The range is limited to just a few metres

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek: good, set it to stun and cover the door::
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HUMANOID REMAINS UNHARMED AND FIRES WEAPON AT PANG ALSO IMMOBILIZING HER

LtJG. Pang
::humanoid falls unconscious ... Pang rushes up to Brinn::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters: try whatever you can, I want to know as much as we can::

Lt. Varek
::tries his communicator to see if Tharrn receives him:: #Tharrn: Are you receiving my signal?

Lt. Peters
/@Gug: Yes sir.

LtJG. Quchant
@XO: Sir, we were close to everyone else..Pang had made it out..if we bang on the wall in morse..maybe we can attract the attention of someone

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Quchant: you said you were using MORSE CODE::

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Yes sir

LtJG. Pang
::thinks ... enough is ENOUGH::

LtJG. Quchant
@XO: It was working

LtJG. Tharrn
::shakes head:: Varek: Nothing.

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: try and attract attention of anyone else from the crew, maybe they can open the door from outside::

Capt. Brinn
::struggles to fight the immobilization::

Lt. Peters
@Varek:  Maybe we could enhance a commuincator using the sub-space transmitter in the tricorder.

LtJG. Pang
::watches as humanoid comes towards her and Brinn::
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SEVERAL SMALL HUMANOID FIGURES APPEAR AND CARRY CAPTAIN BRINN AND PANG TO ANOTHER LARGE ROOM THAT LOOKS LIKE A LABORATORY

Lt. Varek
::wondering what they were trying to say all those times when they said prepare......::

LtJG. Pang
::manages to wiggle fingers .... tries to reach phaser::

Lt. Varek
Peters: Try it. Let me know if it works

LtJG. Quchant
@::starts banging on walls in morse...hoping Pang, Brinn or Lenor will hear::

VillainaTrump
:::notes the deathly silence of the Seyela ...this only increases her apprehension :::

Lt. Peters
@Varek:  Of course.

Capt. Brinn
::watches the humanoids, helpless::
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HUMANOIDS PUT PANG AND BRINN IN A SMALL ENCLOSURE AND ACTIVATE A FORCE FIELD

LtJG. Tharrn
@All: At least we know what they meant when they said 'you will be sortde out:'

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::thinking::

LtJG. Pang
::does not like the look of the laboratory at all::

Lt. Peters
@::Gets to work on using comm badge and tricorder to make a better comm device

LtJG. Pang
Captain:: I thought I could get us out of this ....

Capt. Brinn
::makes eye contact with Pang, and agrees with her thoughts::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@@::looks at Tharrn:: THarrn: quite, but I intend to stay the way I am

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Tharrn: what do you think of this situation?::

LtJG. Quchant
@::gathers Ensigns together...they all start banging on wall in unison::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  I just wish I knew what this was.

LtJG. Tharrn
@Peters: Any chances to open the oors?
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SMALL HUMANOID FIGURE FIRES AT PRAXTON IMMOBILIZING HER

Lt. Varek
@::thinks perhaps waiting is the best course of action::

Lt. Peters
@::Tries the new device::COM:  Can anyone here me?

Lt. Lenor
::Still following humaniod... wonders where it is going::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::falls to floor::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek:: will a phaser blast open that door::

LtJG. Pang
Brinn::  I do not see how I could have missed it at that range

Lt. Peters
@Tharrn:  I had no luck with the other doors, but I'll give it a try.

Capt. Brinn
::regains, slowly, the use of her motions::

LtJG. Pang
::finds that she can move a bit::

LtJG. Quchant
::shouting out words to NPCs as they all bang out Morse code on the walls in time together::

Lt. Varek
@XO: It is possible, but Iwould remain cautious and move eveyrone to the far side of the room

Capt. Brinn
::rises off the floor, rubbing stiff muscles::

LtJG. Tharrn
@Peters: I am no expert, but if you need a hand....

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek: it is our only real option at the moment, stand by::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  This is all very bizarre.  Any contact with the rest of the crew?

Lt. Lenor
::Is led to a room that looks like a laboratory....lots of jars and test tubes::


Lt. Peters
@::Walks up to door and aims tricorder scan at it::

LtJG. Pang
::feels stiff ....:: Captain:: Is there any chance that our phasers might demolish the force field?
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PRAXTON IS CARRIED TO THE LARGE LABORATORY LIKE ROOM AND PLACED IN THE FORCE FIELD WITH BRINN AND PANG

Cmdr. Guglaron
@ALL MALE CREW: stand behind Varek on the far side, he is going to blast the door::

Capt. Brinn
::taps communicator::  Guglaron, Varek:  Can you hear me?

Lt. Varek
@::preparing to fire his phaser at the specified door::

Lt. Lenor
::looks around lab::

Lt. Peters
@::walks away from door examine tricorder::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::starts to come around::

LtJG. Quchant
::stops banging out morse, stands with Varek::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  I'd doubt it.  Better to reserve the phaser power.

LtJG. Pang
Brinn, Praxton:: I was able to communicate in Morse code with Quchant before the humanoid arrived ....

Capt. Brinn
::studies the room, looking for a way out.  

Lt. Varek
@::once everyone is safely behind him, he begins to fire at the door increasing power as necessary::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::looks at assembled crew, nods at Varek: Varek: proceed, 

Lt. Lenor
::sees Brinn, Pang, and Praxton::
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<D'Vor voice> Your communications devices are pointless....you will not be needing them soon.....

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  Have you retained your tricorder?

LtJG. Pang
::looks around for something to bang::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
ALL: Captain, Pang, Lenor: What's going on?

LtJG. Quchant
@::shields eyes...looks thru fingers::

LtJG. Pang
Brinn: No ... just my phaser and knife ...

Rich
LENOR IS PUSHED INSIDE THE FORCE FIELD AS WELL

Capt. Brinn
::sees Praxton and Lenor arrive::  

Lt. Peters
@::Heres the voice::All:  Now what does that mean?

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::watches Varek in anticipation::

Lt. Varek
Peters: Please use your tricorder to record the dissipation of my phaser energy into the ship

Capt. Brinn
::thinks this is not good, but there must be a way out.

LtJG. Pang
::finds metal pot .... starts to bang it loudly in morse code::

Lt. Peters
@Varek:  OK

VillainaTrump
:::Studies the arming mechanism of the device ::::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
CO: What's going on?  I remember only that I refused to leave my cell, then nothing

Lt. Varek
@Peters: Is the energy being absorbed by the vessel?

Cmdr. Guglaron
@:hears Vareks suggestion::

LtJG. Pang
All: they might be able to hear us ....

Lt. Lenor
::feels that she is being pushed... tries to grab th humaniod but just hits a force field::

Lt. Peters
@Varek:  Confirmed.  It's as if the ship is alive and is feeding off the energy

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek: stop firing

Lt. Varek
@::immediately stops firing::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::thinks::

Lt. Varek
@XO: I suspected as much

Capt. Brinn
::looks at her officers::  All right.  I'm not sure how we got here, but primary focus is on finding a way out.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::Looking around I see a row of jars on the far side with brains in....hooked up to some kind of generator::

Capt. Brinn
We have to disable the forcefield. 

Lt. Lenor
::sits down::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::thinks.. how can you drain a ship of its energy::

LtJG. Pang
Brinn:  Dr. Praxton has her tricorder ....

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Captain: Look ::points to shelf::

LtJG. Quchant
@XO: Sir, if directed energy is not working, how about just using brut force

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  Excellent.

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters: can you configure that tricorder to drain energy?::

LtJG. Pang
Brinn:  And so does Lt. Lenor ....

Lt. Varek
@XO: What we need to do is syphon off some energy rather than feed it. That will get their attention::

Lt. Peters
@Gug:  stand by

Lt. Varek
@XO: It should not matter where we are as the energy seems to be drained into the vessel itself

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek: my thoughts exactly, Im waiting to see if Peters can do that with the Tricorder

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Did you retain your tricorder?

Lt. Peters
@::Check tricorder.  Twiddles this knob.  Pushes the thing-a-me-gig. And....

Lt. Lenor
Pang: I have a tricorder?  ::looks down at side:: guess I do

Lt. Lenor
CO: it appears I do dir

Lt. Lenor
sir

LtJG. Quchant
@XO: May be we are being too high-tech in trying to solve this

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Is it possible to reconfigure the frequencies to disable the force field?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::walks over to shelf that holds jars::

Lt. Varek
@XO: We need to collect any other tricorders and equipment carried by other crew members here. One tricorder will not be enough

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::studies these::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Quchant: may be, be my guest, anything is worth it at the moment

VillainaTrump
:::Cautiously moves from under device to a viewscreen , where she sees the ship that she hates :::

LtJG. Pang
::sharpens her knife ... not willing to be processed that easily::

Lt. Peters
@Gug:  That's it.  I have set up the tricorder to emit a meyow wave.  That should start to drain energy

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek: proceed and help Peters please
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A DOOR OPENS ALLOWING THE MALE MEMBERS OF CREW TO LEAVE

Lt. Varek
@Quchant: You have made a good point Lt.

Lt. Lenor
CO: I don't think it will work.... Peters found information that this thing... ship.. whatever.... feeds off of energy...

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
CO: these items in these jars appear to be the brains of some sort of huminoid

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::sees the door open::

LtJG. Tharrn
All: I feel like a rat... could this be some kind of experiment?

LtJG. Pang
::shudders::

Lt. Varek
@XO: I recommend we instruct the crew to remain here, rather than be led elsewehere

Cmdr. Guglaron
@ALL MALES, wiat

Lt. Peters
@All:  I advise Caution

VillainaTrump
$::::Resolves to try to find a way to strike back at the ship that destoryed her life :::

LtJG. Quchant
@Varek/XO: Maybe we can force the door with our bare hands....oh....maybe not..

Lt. Lenor
CO: we need to find away to drain the energy... not just try to short it out

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek, cover the door please

Rich
A LARGE SHADOWY FIGURE CAN BARELY BE SEEN ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE ROOM NEAR THE JARS

Lt. Peters
@Gug:  Do you want me to try the meyow wave?

LtJG. Pang
Lenor:: Is there some way we can reverse the polarity?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::sees shadow out of the corner of her eye::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters, scan for whatever is outside the open door

Lt. Varek
@XO: aye sir ::removing the long leather-like cord that holds his hair back::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters: yes please

Lt. Peters
@Gug:  Ok

VillainaTrump
$:::returns to weapons bay and studies devices and counts them :::

Lt. Lenor
Pang: I don't know if it will work.... but I can try it

Lt. Peters
@::Starts the meyow wave and starts to scan outside the door::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::slowly walks around jars to investigate::

LtJG. Pang
Lenor:: Anything is better than waiting for that thing over there to get interested in us ...

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant/Tharrn: move nearer the door, can you see anything beyond it?

Lt. Varek
@::steps to the door, holding his ahn-woon between two hands. His favorite weapon, easily concealed and very effective::

Lt. Peters
@Gug:  Range still limited, but from what I can see there are no lifesigns.

LtJG. Quchant
@::edges close to the door::

Rich
<D'Vor> Lenor, Praxton, Brinn and Pang: You all have good conductive capacity......your bodies will be useful for our power systems..

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::whispers to Pang and Lenor:: I think we have some company ::points to corner of room::

LtJG. Pang
Praxton:: and it seems to want our bodies!

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::steps back::

LtJG. Quchant
@::gets to door edge::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@ALL: we'll leave the room, turn left and see if we can find the women, standard defensive deployment

Lt. Varek
<ahn-woon is a Vulcan leather strap used as a weapon in a variety of interesting ways, offensively and defensively::

Lt. Lenor
::responds to voice:: Yeah yeah.... great conductive capacity...

Lt. Peters
@::Looks at tricorder to judge effect of the meyow wave::

VillainaTrump
$:::Starts about arming warheads :::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek: you have the lead with the phaser

LtJG. Pang
::decides that banging loudly and screaming might draw attention to her .....::

Lt. Varek
@::hands phaser to the crewman behind him::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::whispers to Pang:: are you armed?

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters: any result with that wave

LtJG. Quchant
@::looks to right, keeping watch as others leave room::

Lt. Peters
@Follows behind Varek::

Lt. Lenor
::tries to reverse the polarity of the force field..... hopes it works::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters:cover the rear with the phaser

Lt. Varek
@::leads the way cautiously::

LtJG. Pang
::decides to go ahead anyway:: Lenor - just phaser and knife .... but if it feeds on power the phaser is a BAD idea ...

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::follows Varek::

LtJG. Quchant
@::follows others::

VillainaTrump
#::::TAkes the largest 5 devices and struggles them out of the weapons room :::

Lt. Varek
@::crouched low to offer a smaller target as he inches out into the corridor::

Lt. Peters
@Gug:  It is draining energy, but the effect is limited by the power of the tricorder's sub-space emitters.  We need something bigger.

LtJG. Pang
::bangs loudly and screams ... to distract attention from Lenor::

Lt. Lenor
::notices it doesn't work::  Pang any other ideas

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::steps closer to Pang and Lenor:: what can I do to help?

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters: understood

VillainaTrump
$::::looks up the location of shuttle bay ::::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters: give the phaser to Tharrn, he can cover the rear

Lt. Peters
@::Following the other male members of the crew covering the rear::

Rich
<D'Vor> Pang: Please do not scream....you are using up vital energy

Lt. Varek
@XO: It seems we are free to explore the ship. I have encountered no resistance::

LtJG. Pang
ALL:: I suggest we separate and hide .... it will probably go for me first - but we need to let the men know we are here ....::continues to bang and scream loudly::

Lt. Lenor
::sits back down again::

LtJG. Pang
SCREAMSSSSSSS AND BANGS ....

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek:carry on, look for a power terminal of some kind

VillainaTrump
$:::: Drags the devices into the largest shutlle ::::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::decides to scream also::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
AGHHHHHHH!!!

LtJG. Pang
Praxton, Lenor, Brinn ... SCREAM TOO!!!!

LtJG. Quchant
@::keeps watching the front::

LtJG. Pang
YYYYAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

Lt. Varek
@XO: aye, sir. perhaps it would be best to separate and fan out. We do have the entire male crew here

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::bangs on walls::

Lt. Peters
@::Passes phaser to Tharrn::Tharrn:  Here you go councellor.  Mind who you point that thing at.

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::hears screaming::

LtJG. Quchant
@::puts ear to wall::

LtJG. Tharrn
@Peters: I'll try....

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::takes boot off and bangs on walls::

Lt. Lenor
::watches others scream.... shakes head::

LtJG. Pang
THUMPS WALL WITH KNIFE ::: OOOUOUUUUUWUWWWW!!!!!

Rich
<D'Vor> ::presses button and Ensign Mitchell suddenly appears next to the figure::

VillainaTrump
$::::starts shuttle and departs the shuttle bay somewhat shakily :::

LtJG. Tharrn
@::sets the phaser to highest stun setting::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::Thumps::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek: good idea, but I can hear screaming

LtJG. Pang
::BANG::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
EIIIIIIIIYAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!

Lt. Peters
@::Puts tricorder against the wall::

LtJG. Pang
::wonders if voicae will hold out:: YYYYYUUUUUJKJKKKSSSS

VillainaTrump
$:::Attaches Devices to her arm with a chain:::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Can anyone else hear screaming::

Lt. Varek
 @Peters: there are other crewmen with tricorders and equipment, perhaps you can rig a larger power drain::

LtJG. Quchant
@XO: They are making quite a racket for us to hear them

Rich
<D'Vor> Pang, Brinn, Praxton and Lenor: I will have to sedate you if you continue.....

LtJG. Quchant
@::ear to wall::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::thinking his Klingon ears may be better than the others::

LtJG. Pang
yyyyyyayaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

LtJG. Pang
::yyyyyyyyyyyyooooeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeowwww

Cmdr. Guglaron
@ALL< head for that screaming

Lt. Varek
@::stops to listen for the sounds Cmdr. Guglaron hears::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks over shoulder:: not if we can help it!!  ::continues to scream and bang on wall::

Lt. Lenor
::looks at Dvor:: who are you kidding... I am just sitting here..

LtJG. Pang
::bangs and kicks::

Lt. Peters
@Varek:  It's no good.  The emiters the problem.  We need access to something like our deflector dish.

VillainaTrump
${#} COM DVor : YouDidn't ge me last time when you ravished my ship and you wont get me this time either !!

LtJG. Quchant
@::starts down corridor, checking where the noise is coming from every so often::

LtJG. Tharrn
@::shrugs and follows Guglaron::

Lt. Varek
@XO: I must caution against leading everyone to the same location, sir

Rich
<D'Vor> ::aims long stick with blue glowing bulb at a trembling Ensign Mitchell and then he drops to the floor lifeless and drained looking::

Lt. Peters
@::Checks tricorder::

LtJG. Pang
Lenor ... it does not like the screaming ... scream too!!  

LtJG. Pang
wwwwodooododaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhh

VillainaTrump
$:::Moves shuttle away from the DVor Ship :::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::continues to bang on wall::

LtJG. Pang
YYEEEEEEEOOOOOOOOHHHHHH!"!!!!!!

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek: you are right, Varek, Quchant, go left, Peters, Tharrn and me.. go Right

Lt. Peters
@Gug:  I'm detecting lifesigns on the other side of this wall

Lt. Lenor
::continues to sit watching others scream::

LtJG. Quchant
@::nods at Varek, goes left::

LtJG. Pang
;;BANGS AND SCREAMS::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters, great

Cmdr. Guglaron
@ALL: wait

Lt. Varek
@Peters: Use our communicators to link an emitter array of your own.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::looks down at Lenor sitting there:: Lenor: Get up and help !!

LtJG. Pang
::wonders why Lenor is just sitting there::

LtJG. Tharrn
@::nods:: Maybe it's better to set the phaser to kill... ::sets phaser to highest setting while running::

Lt. Peters
@::Stops behind Gug::

Rich
<D'Vor> ::presses button and gas fills the room where Captain Brinn and the others are::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Peters: can you get a fix on that screaming from behind the wall

LtJG. Pang
SCREEEEEECHESSSSSS

Lt. Lenor
::looks at Praxton:: why.... we will die anyway...

LtJG. Quchant
@::gets comm badge and configures it to Vareks specs::

LtJG. Tharrn
@::bumps into Peters::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::falls unconsious::

Lt. Lenor
::sees room fill with gas::

Capt. Brinn
Enough.  We will not die.

Lt. Peters
@Tharrn:  Hey, watch where you're going.

LtJG. Pang
::tries to hold breath ... carries on banging::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::lands on top of Lenor::

VillainaTrump
${#} Dvor : Did you read ? You missed me twice :laughs :::

Rich
BLUE LIGHTS FLASH IN THE ROOM AND THE SHADOWY FIGURE LOOKS UP

LtJG. Tharrn
@Peters: Sorry, I was setting my phaser to kill.

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::looks along the wall, sees a small door, only three feet tall::

Capt. Brinn
All:  There must be a way to disable the force field.

Lt. Varek
@::hands PEters his communicator before heading out::

Capt. Brinn
We just have to find it.

Lt. Peters
@Gug:  Lifesigns just altered.  I think they are uncoincious

LtJG. Pang
::lapses into stupor as gas reaches lungs::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: force that door please

Capt. Brinn
::fights off the effects of the gas::

Lt. Lenor
::sees praxton fall on her:: Oof... praxton I told you so.. ::passes out::

Rich
A BLUE FIREBALL LEAVES THE D'VOR VESSEL HEADING FOR VILLAINA'S SHUTTLE

Lt. Peters
@Varek:  What's tht for?

LtJG. Quchant
@XO: Yes sir....::braces against door andpushes::

Lt. Varek
@::try to link a number of communicators for an emitter array::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek: the plan has changed, please wait, we have life signs behind a wall next to us

LtJG. Pang
::throat sore even when unconscious::

Lt. Varek
@XO: understood, isr

LtJG. Tharrn
@::covers the corridor with his phaser while Qucahnt works::

Lt. Varek
<sir tha tis>

Lt. Peters
@Varek:  I'll give it a shot.

VillainaTrump
$:::unsatisfied at being ignored she turns the shuttle and rams it into their shuttle bay avoiding the blue Fire :::

Lt. Lenor
::hits head when she passes out::

Capt. Brinn
::grabs Lenor's tricorder, tries to remodulate it to affect the forcefield, fighting unconsciousness::

LtJG. Quchant
@::edges a gap in the door::  XO: Sir, a hand pleas

LtJG. Quchant
e

Lt. Peters
@::Starts to take comm badges off male crew members::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters: use the wave from the Tricorder, localise the beam on that door

Lt. Peters
@::Links the badges together::

Rich
THE D'VOR VESSEL SHAKES FROM AN EXPLOSION

LtJG. Pang
::begins to come to .... and rolls across the lab ...::

Lt. Varek
@::shakes with explosion::

LtJG. Pang
::grabs her knife::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@:: stumbles as ship rocks::

Capt. Brinn
::taps comm badge again, coughing::  Guglaron, Varek:  Come in...

LtJG. Tharrn
@::falls to his knees::

Lt. Peters
@Gug:  I've knocked togther an emitter array.  It's not big enough to destroy the ship but it will open doors.

Lt. Varek
@::raises an eyebrow:: Peters: Have you started the drain yet?

Cmdr. Guglaron
Peters: open that door then please

Lt. Peters
@::Sways with the blast::

LtJG. Pang
::sees Brinn stagger as the ship lurches::

Lt. Peters
@::Opens the door::Gug:  Open sesame

Rich
THE FORCE FIELDS ALL OVER THE SHIP DROP

Lt. Varek
@::there must be someone still aboard the Seleya firing at the D'vor vessel::

LtJG. Quchant
@::gets out of way for Peters, knowing what a bad shot he is::

Capt. Brinn
::checks on Lenor's condition::

Rich
THE SHADOWY FIGURE DISAPPEARS

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Varek: cover the door, I'm going in

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  Top priority is to get us out of the...

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::goes through open door::

Lt. Varek
@::covers the door as best he can::

LtJG. Pang
::crawls over to Praxton ....::Brinn: I think Dr.Praxton is injured ...

Capt. Brinn
::pauses as she realizes the force field is gone...

Lt. Peters
@::Following Gug tricorder on continual scan::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::groans::

LtJG. Quchant
@::follows Peters and XO::

LtJG. Pang
::helps Praxton to sit::

Lt. Varek
@::main goal is to insure the door does not close again::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  I'll take care of her; I have a medical background.

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::looks around on knees, in darkness and finds a life form::

Rich
THE DOOR TO THE "LABORATORY" OPENS

LtJG. Tharrn
@::covers the corridor and heads through the door backwards::

Capt. Brinn
I need a status report on our situation, Pang...

LtJG. Pang
::gratefully lets Brinn examine Praxton::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::holds head and tries to focus on Pang:: What's happened?

Capt. Brinn
::moves to Praxton::

LtJG. Quchant
@::hears voices::

Capt. Brinn
Praxton:  No worry, it appears you'll be fine in a bit.

Lt. Peters
@::Lifesigns grow stronger on tricorder::

LtJG. Pang
::notices the lab door open:: Brinn: Sir ... there is a way out ... if Lenor and Praxton are able to move ...

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::realises the form is small, and very dead ::yuk::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::notices CO come into her point of view:: CO?

Capt. Brinn
I need to see to Lenor now; rest for a bit...

Capt. Brinn
::moves to Lenor::

Lt. Peters
@Gug:  Lifesigns are stronger.  Scanning range is increasing

Capt. Brinn
Deela:  Are you injured?

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters: can you scan this room?

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::tries to shake off pounding headache::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Peters: strengthen the scan them

LtJG. Pang
::sets phaser to kill, and holds knife ready as she waits for Brinn to decide what is best::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  I'm checking them out now.

Lt. Peters
@::Scans room::Gug doing it now.

Lt. Varek
XO: It seems we have found the rest of our crew

Lt. Lenor
::still passed out::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  You're tac; I trust your judgement.  Just keep us out of the aliens' forcefields, ok?

Lt. Peters
@Gug:Over ther::Points::Our crew.

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::it would appear so, pity about the lighting conditions::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::checks ankle, apprears to have twisted it when she fell on Lenor::

LtJG. Pang
::aims phaser at door :: CO: we will have to carry Lenor ...

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::SHOUTS:: Capatain, are you there?

Capt. Brinn
::tries to bring Lenor about::

LtJG. Quchant
@::waits for answer to XOs shouts::

Lt. Varek
@::still making certain the doors don't close on us::

LtJG. Pang
;;SHOUTS LOUDLY:: WE ARE HERE >...

Capt. Brinn
::glances over shoulder at Praxton:: We'll take care of that as soon as we can...

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::hears Pang and heads for voice::

Rich
LIGHTS FLICKER AND CREW START DISAPPEARING AND RE-APPEARING ON THE USS SELEYA

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::nods::CO: I'll be fine

Capt. Brinn
::Shouts::  Guglaron:  We're here.

Cmdr. Guglaron
@Pang: Keep shouting

LtJG. Quchant
::reappears on bridge::

LtJG. Pang
::approaches the door::  SCREAMS LOUDLY

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::appears back in sickbay::

Lt. Peters
::Disappears::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::finds the female crew::

Lt. Peters
::Reappear on the bridge::

LtJG. Pang
::appears on the bridge in mid-scream::

LtJG. Tharrn
::appears in the Arboretum::

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Much more of this and I'll be asking someone to state the nature of the medical emergency

Lt. Peters
::Looks around::

Lt. Varek
::watching the crew disappear around him::

Lt. Peters
Kay Lee:  You OK

Rich
ALL CREW HAVE TRANSPORTED BACK TO THE USS SELEYA.......MINUS A "FEW"

LtJG. Pang
::sees others:: Peters:: just a sore throat ....

Cmdr. Guglaron
@:: sees others disappearing ::thinks.. not again::

Capt. Brinn
::watches crew disappear around her::

LtJG. Pang
::wonders where Varek is::

Lt. Peters
::Races over to engineering console::

Cmdr. Guglaron
@SHOUTS: who is still on the Dvor ship::

LtJG. Quchant
::sits down at console and starts to run diagnostics::

Lt. Varek
:: sees the Captain still remaining as the last other person besides himself::

Lt. Peters
::Sets up meyow wave and reconfigures deflector shiels to emit the wave::

Lt. Varek
::heads for Captain Brinn::

LtJG. Tharrn
::hurries to the next TL::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
:;grabs med tricorder and scans injured ankle::

Rich
D'VOR VESSEL APPEARS ON VIEW SCREEN WITH A HUGE GAPING HOLE IN THE SIDE

LtJG. Pang
::checks the TAC console ....:: **com security - is there any sign of the escaped prisoner?**

Cmdr. Guglaron
@::turns and makes out the forms of Varek and Brinn::

Lt. Varek
CO: Sir, are you alright?

Capt. Brinn
::looks at Varek:: All right.  This is getting out of control.

Lt. Peters
Gug:  Meyow wave set up.  Read to proceed on your order.

Cmdr. Guglaron
@:: moves to Varek and Brinn::

Capt. Brinn
Lt.: I am fine.  A little irritated, as I dislike being a pawn.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::heals ankle:: #Bridge: Did you all make it back?

Lt. Varek
::disappears to the bridge suddenly::

Capt. Brinn
::greets Guglaron::

LtJG. Pang
notices something on her console:: Peters - there is a shuttle missing

Lt. Peters
Pang:  Confirmed.

Cmdr. Guglaron
::disappears::

Lt. Varek
::appears on the bridge and immediately looks over the brdige crew::

Capt. Brinn
::shakes head as people start disappearing again::

LtJG. Tharrn
::enters the bridge::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::re appears on the Bridge::

Capt. Brinn
::disappears and reappears in the captain's chair::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::holds on to chair, not wishing to disappear again::

LtJG. Pang
Varek:: A shuttle is missing Sir, also we are missing some of our weaponry ...

Lt. Varek
::standing at tactical, scanning the alien vessel::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
{#}Bridge: Did we all make it back?

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Much more of this and I'll be asking someone to state the nature of the medical emergency

Capt. Brinn
All stations: Report status.

Cmdr. Guglaron
Varek: report please

Lt. Varek
Pang: Thank you, Lt.

LtJG. Pang
CO:  TAC console in order ....

Lt. Peters
All:  that may explain the hole in the side of the D'vor ship

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Shields are still down....we need to move away from that ship...it looks unstable

Lt. Varek
XO: It seems we are missing one shuttle and our armament has been raided as well

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::reports that sickbay is in order::

LtJG. Pang
CO:  But we are a shuttle missing and some of our nuclear devices are not on Seleya ...

Lt. Varek
Pang: Please locate the intruder

Capt. Brinn
All, I want an operational status of this ship, ASAP.  I also want to know what just happened.

Cmdr. Guglaron
Varek: recieved, did the computer record how/when?

Lt. Lenor
:;laying on floor in front of science one still passed out::

Lt. Varek
XO: checking now, sir

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  Indeed, we have weapons missing?

LtJG. Quchant
CO: Sir, sensors show debris from a federation shuttle in the side of the D'Vor ship

LtJG. Pang
Varek:: I have scanned for her lifesigns ... she does not appear to be aboard ...

Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks over at Lewnor::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::Moves to Lenor::

Lt. Varek
::checking ship internal sensor logs for departure of shuttle::

Rich
<D'Vor> #USS Seleya: This is not our end......it is not yet our time.....we will return....

Capt. Brinn
#Praxton:  Transporting Lenor to sickbay asap....

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
CO: Where is Lenor?  She should have been transfered to sickbay.

LtJG. Pang
CO: Aye Sir .... at least 5 nuclear devices ....

Cmdr. Guglaron
Lenor: are you alright LT ::patting her face::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
#CO: Aye, ready for her

Capt. Brinn
Tac:  Initiate immediate transport of Lt. Lenor to sickbay.

Cmdr. Guglaron
::stands up::

Lt. Peters
CO:  Suggest we destroy the ship while we have the chance.

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  Noted.

Cmdr. Guglaron
{trasnporter} transports Lenor to SB

LtJG. Pang
::watches on screen at the damaged DVOR ship::

Lt. Varek
::thinks of the words of the D'vor. "it is not our time"... the same thought he himself had moments before being transported of the Seleya::

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Not unless you have repaired the sheilds

Capt. Brinn
<D'Vor>  We'll be ready.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::watches as Lenor appears on bio-bed::

Cmdr. Guglaron
{transporter} transports Lenor to SB

LtJG. Pang
Peters:: Did you say they feed on power ... we should not fire on them if so ...

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  We can set a time delayed photon to go off.  Send it in through that hole.
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THE D'VOR SHIP FLUSHES A WILD ARRAY OF COLOURS AND SPEEDS OUT OF THE AREA AT {warp} SPEED

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::grabs tricorder and runs a scan on Lenor::

Lt. Varek
:: launches class one probe for the D'vor vessel::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::listens to Peters::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::sees D'Vor ship disapear

LtJG. Quchant
Peters: Yeh....if we can ever catch it

LtJG. Pang
::watches thunderstruck at the speed of departure::

Lt. Varek
::sees it disappear after the craft, wondering if it was launched in time to be carried along in it's wake::

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: may I suggest we do not pursue them

Lt. Peters
Pang:  I have the meyow wave set up.  We coul......oh never mind.  Too late anyhow.

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  Initiate launch of warning probes directing ships to steer clear of this area.

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::adminsters hypo to Lenor to bring her around::

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  The thought didn't cross my mind :-)

Cmdr. Guglaron
CO:yes sir

LtJG. Pang
::relieved that Seleya will not pursue::

LtJG. Quchant
::starts making list of damage to Seleya for repair crews::

Lt. Peters
All:  We need to be ready for them.....next time.

Capt. Brinn
::Considers Seleya lucky to have gotten off this easily::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::taps gently on Lenors cheeks:: Lt?

LtJG. Pang
::rechecks weapons inventory to see if the nukes are all that is missing::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::moves to XO PADD: signals Stella Cartography to map area and feed readings into beacons

Lt. Varek
CO: Sir, I did not have time to request your permission, but I did launch a probe that has a 1.5% chance of being dragged in the wake of the alien vessel at warp speed::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: deploy warning beacons please

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  You don't always need my permission; I trust the judgment of my staff.

LtJG. Quchant
::deploys warning beacons::

Lt. Varek
Computer: please identify missing crew members

Lt. Peters
::Looks at the viewscreen:: Varek:  Do you mean that probe?

LtJG. Pang
::looks around the bridge at the chaos::
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<Computer> There are twelve crew members unaccounted for

LtJG. Quchant
XO: Sir, I am putting together a list of the repairs that needed doing

Capt. Brinn
Varek:  It would appear your precaution was wise; we need to learn whatever we can about this race.

Lt. Lenor
:: opens eyes looks at Doctor... says nothing::

Lt. Peters
::Twelve!!  Privately grieves for his crew mates::

Cmdr. Guglaron
Quchant: received, pass them to Lt Peters

Capt. Brinn
::bows head briefly at the thought of twelve lives lost::

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
Deela: How do you feel?

Rich
<Computer> Ensign Mitchell, Lt. Graves, Lt. Pietri.......

Lt. Varek
CO: We have lost twelve crew members and the intruder, sir

LtJG. Quchant
{#}Peters: Repair list on way to your terminal

LtJG. Pang
::grieves for missing crew::

Cmdr. Guglaron
::hears the loss of the crew members::

Capt. Brinn
::nods::

Lt. Peters
Quchant:  Ok.  No need for the comm I'm standing behind you.

Lt. Lenor
::continues to look at Doctor and say nothing::

LtJG. Pang
::says to herself .... I think I was lucky that time::

Capt. Brinn
Computer:  Cease the recitation.  I'll review the details later, privately.

LtJG. Quchant
::thinks...berk::

Lt. Varek
CO: I recommend we immediately leave the area and make repairs

Lt. (Doc) Praxton
::is puzzled by Deela's response::

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  I'd suggest we move away from here....

Rich
<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>
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